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Late payments continue 
downward trend
The average late payment time for a New 
Zealand business has fallen to a record low 
of 5.1 days, according to illion’s analysis 
for the December 2018 quarter. The result, 
for the end of the December quarter 2018, 
surpasses the previous record of 5.3 days 
set in the December quarter of 2016. A 
standout is the agriculture sector, which 
improved its late payment record by a huge 
32% on the December 2017 quarter, and 
is down to an average of only 3 days.

The steady decline in business late 
payments over many years reflects the 
strong financial and economic position 
of the New Zealand economy. On-going 
steady economic growth and near 
record low interest rates continue to 
support corporate cash flows and this 
is showing up in the speed at which 
invoices are paid. With The Reserve 
Bank of New Zealand signalling that 
the next move in interest rates could be 
down, these positive influences are likely 
to continue over the medium term.

Stephen Koukoulas
illion Economic Adviser
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Our research in New Zealand and Australia 
is consistently showing that technological 
change is driving a long-term improvement in 
payment times. Bills are now overwhelmingly 
paid on line rather than by the old cheque 
in the mail, and this efficiency means the 
time taken to pay invoices is reducing.

Simon Bligh
illion CEO
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Prompt payments 
drop slightly to 81

Agriculture improves by a 
massive 32% to 3 days

Late payment times 
continue to improve 

Christchurch best 
region at 4.5 days
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Christchurch continued to record the lowest 
regional late payment average of 4.8 days, 
with a Year on Year drop of 11%. Wellington 
is catching up, however, with a drop of 13% 
over the same period, taking the Nation’s capital 
to an average late payment of 5 days. The 
South Island remains comfortably ahead of its 
northern counterpart at 4.5 days against 5.3. 

Late Payments by Region
Even though late payment times fell across 
all regions, the relatively high late payment 
times in Auckland reflect the dominance 
of finance, insurance and real estate in 
that city. The lesser populated areas also 
fell to record lows, reflecting the sharp 
falls in agriculture, forestry and mining.

Stephen Koukoulas
illion Economic Adviser
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Late Payments by Region  
December Quarter 2018
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Late Payments by Sector

There was a near universal decline in late payment times, with the only three sectors 
outside of this trend being the fishing sector, the communications sector and finance, 
insurance and real estate. Substantial falls were registered in agriculture, manufacturing, 
construction and public administration, with falls also seen across all other industries.

Stephen Koukoulas
illion Economic Adviser
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Late Payments by Sector - December Quarter 2018
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Prompt Payments
Prompt payments, the amount of invoices 
settled according to terms, recorded 
a slight decrease at 80.7%, compared 
to 81.5% at the same time last year.

Prompt Payments by Sector December Quarter 2018

The small fall in prompt payments 
appears to sit at odds with the fall in 
late payments, but can be explained by 
a slight increase in the number of firms 
paying immediately after the due date 
rather than before the due date. Given 
the data are for the December quarter, 
the fall in prompt payments may be linked 
to Christmas and other public holidays.

Stephen Koukoulas
illion Economic Adviser
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Late Payments by Size 
For larger businesses, that is firms with generally more than 50 employees,  
late payment times have generally risen.

Late Payments by Company Size -December Quarter 2018
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The fall in late payments was heavily concentrated in small businesses. Firms with 
just 1 to 5 employees registered a 21.9% fall in late payment times, with the 
decline for firms with 6 to 19 employees being 13.3%. This continues a long run 
trend in the small business sector, and as noted earlier by illion CEO, Simon Bligh, 
is likely to be the result of the take up of technology – namely internet banking 
and direct debits – from industries without dedicated accounts departments.

Stephen Koukoulas
illion Economic Adviser
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Have a question? 
Contact us today. 
publicrelations@illion.com.au

Our methodology
Late Payments analyses trade information from illion’s Commercial 
Bureau, the largest database of business-to-business payment 
information in New Zealand and Australia. Monthly trade transaction 
files are collated and advanced analytics is used to provide a summary 
of how late entities pay for goods and services after payment is 
due. Late Payments provides a quarterly report with a breakdown 
according to sector, size, age and location of entities. 

Business-to-business payment information reveals how an 
organisation is paying its existing obligations. It is a highly 
predictive data set and a critical element in credit risk scores 
and business failures forecasting. The predictive nature of trade 
data combined with its monthly availability enables businesses 
to properly assess credit risk with real time information.

Trusted Insights. Responsible Decisions. 

To learn more about how your business can participate 
in and benefit from illion’s trade data program, 
get in touch with us via the details below.
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